I have a few questions and I’d like to have some confirmations related to the competition:
deadline for the project submission is the 14Th of April, right?

Yes, the registration on the website and applications submission deadline is the 29th of
March. Projects submission 14the April
- Is it possible to participate to the competition both for the large and for the small garden
categories?

It is possible to apply and send projects for both -large and small and become a finalists.
But only one of the gardens will be implemented. The Organisers will decide which on
to chose for implementation.
- Can a large garden project be developed in an abstract framework? It may have any kind of
shape or size between 100 and 200 square meters?

It can be any shape. Experts Committee and organizers will find a place in the center of
the Moscow to place it.
- Is it possible to include in the project artistic artifacts that must be produced by foreign
specialized craftsmen?

Yes, it is possible but it should be discussed with organizers after Expert Committee
selection work
- For the finalists, is there a budget available for garden realization?

Yes, the implementation of finalists' gardens will be done using the budget granted from
Moscow Government.
- The money prize is gained just by the winner of each category, or is there a money prize also for
the other finalists?

Only the winner
- In case of selection among the 10 finalists, are the costs of travel and stay for foreigners
refunded?

Yes, usually it is refunded. It is should be discussed with the organisers after selection
stage.
I suppose that material supply and costs for installation construction are incurred by the Russian
government; do you confirm? Beside the plants, all other materials required will be available on
the site?

Yes. The structures will be prefabricated according to the construction plans and brought
to the site for implementation with other materials and plants.
I guess that the exhibition organization provides local workforce to build the garden:
which kind of support would the finalists find on place during their garden construction?

The finalists can supervise constructing and we ask them to supervise planting during
last four -three days of implementation. There will be professional gardeners, garden
workers and students volunteers to help
- Who provides maintenance of the garden during the whole time of the installation?

The team of professional gardeners employed by organizers

